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Bone marrow is the primary dose-limiting organ in radloimmuno
therapy. Athymic nude mouse models are used to guide radioim
munotherapy in humans. In the mouse, the dimensions of the
marrow are comparable to the mean range of the beta particles for
a wide variety of beta-emitting radionuclides, so local beta energy
deposition cannot be assumed. Methods We have developed a
computer simulatkn model in which slab, spherical and c@1indrical
geometries of the bone marrow of the mouse were incorporated.
The energy deposition within the marrow was estimated using beta
dose point kernels for several beta-emitting radionuclides. Results:
The calculated percentages of energy deposited in the mouse
marrow using the full geometry were 46%, 24% and 10% for 1311..
@Re-and @Â°Y-radiolabeled
antibodies, respectively. Assuming a
concentration of activity in the marrow of 0.36 times the blood
activity concentration, the percentages of energy deposition in the
marrow from marrow and whole-body sources were 61 %, 40% and
29% for 1311 lasRe and 90Y, respectively. Conclusion: This work
shows that, even for the lower mean beta energy-emitting radionu
clide, such as 1311 accurate computation of the mouse bone
marrow dose involves including both the energy loss from beta
decays within the marrow and dose contributions from tissue
surrounding the marrow.

Oncology,

of interest to compute mouse bone marrow dose for
I and
186Re, which have different mean energy ranges from that of
90Y (Table

1).

Compared to our earlier work (1), the significant change in
the current work is that we have incorporated more components
of mouse marrow. In the earlier work (1), the bone marrow
activity concentration to blood activity concentration ratio of
0. 18 was used. In this work, a more realistic activity concen
tration ratio of0.36 was used. Also in the earlier calculation (1),
dose point kernels (10) of the radionuclides were not used.
Instead, X60, the less accurate mean energy range (Table 1)
approach was used for the radionuclides. In the mean energy
range approach used previously (1), the radionuclide was
assumed to lose energy constantly before it came to a stop at the
mean energy range. However, the dose point kernels plotted in
Figure 1 show a shape of energy loss that is not constant as a
function of distance. The dose point kernels represent the
probability distribution of the radionuclide energy deposition
distribution as a function of the scaled distance. The kernel is
normalized in such a way that its integration over the scaled
distance is unity. Here, the scaled distance times the continuous
KeyWords:mouse models;bone marrow;dose kernels;dosimetry; slowing-down approximation (CSDA) (10) range gives the
computer simulation
actual distance.
The beta dose point kernels (10) of â€˜@â€˜I,
â€˜86Reand 90Y
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radionuclides were integrated to obtain the dose deposited
within the marrow volume from the activity within the marrow.
\S4th bone marrow as the dose-limiting tissue, it becomes
Only that part of the beta particle energy deposited within the
useful to calculate tumor dose normalized to bone marrow dose
bone marrow geometry was taken to contribute toward its dose.
when comparing radioimmunotherapy dosimetry for different
The contribution of the activity in the rest of the mouse to the
radionuclides (I). A model was developed by Hui et al. (2) for
bone marrow dose was also calculated to arrive at the total
90Y mouse bone marrow dosimetry that does not assume local
marrow dose. Quantitative comparisons of human marrow and
energy deposition of beta particles that are emitted inside the
mouse marrow dose deposition of these radionuclides are also
marrow. This model also computed the dose to marrow from the
discussed.
rest of the mouse body. Recently, Behr et al. (3) went a step
further by incorporating the actual mouse anatomy as repre
MATERIALS AND METhODS
sented by MRI with a three-dimensional internal dosimetry
In Table 2, the geometries of various bone marrow sites of a
package developed by Sgouros et al. (4) and estimated the bone
mouse
and the percentage contributions are listed (5,6). In the case
marrow dose for 90Y-radiolabeled antibodies. With the dimen
of limbs, we have assumed a cylindrical geometry 2 cm long. The
sions ofthe mouse marrow (5,6) comparable to the mean energy
range (Table 1) of the beta radiation, the significance of the purpose here is to compute the mean energy deposited by a beta
particle for these different geometries. The beta particle is assumed
assumption of local beta energy deposition becomes important.
to be emitted in a random direction and from anywhere within the
The mean energy range (7,8) in Table 1 is defined as represent
geometry. A Monte Carlo algorithm that uses a random generator
ing the range of 60% of the tissue energy deposition distribu
tion. About 47%, 20%, 2 1% and 12% ofthe bone marrow in the was used to randomly choose the direction of emission of a beta
particle. The dose point kernel appropriate for the radionuclide was
mouse are in ribs, limbs, vertebrae and skull, respectively (5,6).
integrated for the scaled (normalized to the CSDA) track length
The Hui Ct al. (2) model used beta dose point kernels that were
convolved with the activity distributions inside the marrow to within the marrow geometry to compute the fractional energy
arrive at the fraction of the beta energy deposited within the deposited within the marrow. All integration calculations appearing
marrow, but in the Hui model, only the fraction of the mouse
bone marrow in the limbs was considered. In the case of the
mouse, all ofthe marrow may be active (9); hence, it is relevant
to take all of the marrow into consideration. Furthermore, it is
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in this report

were

performed

by numerical

summation.

Spherical Geometry
The methodology was to increment the radial location ofthe beta
particle

emission

(r)

from

zero

to the length

of the radius

of the

sphere (r5@,,)and randomize the emission angle (0) of the beta ray
(Fig. 2). In this spherical geometry, the number of points at a
distance r, from the center is proportional to 4@rr12.Also, there is an
increase in the number of azimuthal orientations with 0 that is
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TABLE I

FIGURE2. Spherk@al
geometryof

Radionuclkie Properties

marrow cavthes in vertebrae and

skull.Thepointofemissionofa beta

Radionuclide1311

particle was located at a distance r

from the center of the sphere of
radius (r@. The emission angle
was 0.The distance fromthe emis

1@Re

(keV)182349938CSDA
Meanenergy

S

sion point to the geometrical sur

(mm)3.374.8311.30Range
range

face was s.

at mean energy (mm)0.400.922.76

Data from References 8 and 10. CSDA = continuous slowing-down of the scaled length (l@â€”s/CSDA range). The kernel appropriate
for the radionuclide was integrated over the scaled length from 0 to

approximation.

5scale (5scaie = rSPh/CSDA

proportional to sinO. This gives a combined probability factor for
each point of 4irr12sinO.
From Figure 2, the following equation was derived:
@

4h

S2 + 2sr1 cos 0.

Eq.

1

This quadratic equation was solved for s, the distance a beta
particle travels from the point of emission to the surface of the
spherical geometry. Of the two possible solutions of the quadratic

range)

to arrive

at the fraction

of energy

deposited for the beta particle track length of s inside the geometry.
It was multiplied by the weight factor of 4'irr,2sinOfor the location
r1 and the emission angle 0. This procedure was repeated for all
ranges of the variables (0

r1

r,@,,and 0

0

180), and the

result was integrated. Finally, the integrated result was divided by
an overall normalization factor that is the integration without the
kernels.

Mathematically,

the expression

for the fraction

of the

energy deposited (0 is as follows, with l5(r1,O)as the scaled length
and K(15)as the kernel:

equation, the correct one was positive.
@

So, for each point r1, the distance(s) a beta particle travels was
computed from Equation 1 for the randomly chosen angle of
emission. It was divided by the CSDA range to convert it in terms

(r,pi@

(S@cak

j j 411T2
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O))dl,drdO
r0
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Cylindrical Geometry
For this geometry, there are two emission angles associated with
a beta particle (polar angle 0 < 0
180; azimuthal angle 0
I 80) (Fig. 3). The projection of a beta ray in the circular plane
of the cylinder was s-sinO. The emission angle in that plane was 4.
In this cylindrical geometry, the number of points at a distance r1
from the center is proportional to 2irr1. Also, there is an increase in
the number of azimuthal orientations with 0 that is proportional to
sinO. This gives a combined probability factor for each point of
2irr1sinO. From the geometry in Figure 3:
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FiGURE 1. Dose point kernels(10)of 1311 @Re
and

sin

cos

4@)2 + (s - sin

0 sin

4@)2

Eq.

3

Sampling was performed both radially and vertically. Due to the
vertical symmetry, only the upper halfofthe cylinder was sampled.
Also, due to the azimuthal symmetry of the half-circle of the
cylinder,

the azimuthal

addition,

the

finite

length

angle
of

was
the

sampled
cylinder

only
was

up to
considered

180Â°. In
when

calculating the length of the beta particle track within the cylindri
cal geometry.

When a beta particle track passed through the ends

@Y
radionuclidesare

plotted as a functionof the scaled distance. The integralof the kernelsover
the scaled distance is nOrmaliZedto unity. Actual distances are obtained by

multiplyingthe scaled distances by the CSDAappropriatefor the radionu
clide.
FIGURE3. Cylindr@geometry
of

TABLE 2
Geometry of Mouse Marrow
%ComponentstotalModelRibs,

thickUmb
clavkle, sternum, pehÃ±s47Slab:
diameterVertebrae
bones20C@t1inder
diameterSkull12Sphere:
(excludingtail)21Sphere:
diameterData
from References 5 and 6.

300-gun
900-gui,
200-@sm
170-sm

marrow cavfties in limb bones. The

point of emission of a beta particle
was located at a radial distance r1
from the cylindrical(of radius r@,)
axis. The p@ntwas also located at a
distance (h)from the midpoint of the
cylinder along its axis. The polar

emissionangle was 9.The distance
fromthe emissionpointto the geo
mettical surface was s. The projec

tionof the distance s on the circular
plane was s@sinO,
with an azimuthal
emission angle of 4.
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TABLE 3
Percentage Self-Energy Deposition in Various Components of
Mouse Marrow
Radionuclide1311@Re@Â°YRibs,

FiGURE4. Slabgeometry
of mar
row cavities in nba, clavk@le,
star
num and pelvis.The point of emis
sion of a beta particlewas located
at a distance r,fromthe slab center.
The emissionangle was 0.The dis

rslab â€œa->'

r1

tance from the emission point to the
geometrloal surface was s. The half

thickness of the slab was r@.
of the cylinder, s was adjusted as (10.5 â€”Isecolthlseco)IsecOI,
where I was the length of the cylinder and h was the vertical height
of the emission point from the center of the cylinder. The
expression for the fraction of energy deposited inside the cylindri
cal geometry, f, is (where 5scale rcyi/CSDA range):
ft

fir

fr@i

fir

pelvis573314Limbbones653712Vertebrae197.31.7Skull166.21.4Average462410
clavicle,sternum,

bone marrow in mouse to be 0.36 times the activity concentration
in blood. The ratio of the blood mass to the body mass for the
human (13) was assumed to be 5400/70,000. The mouse blood
mass to its body mass is similar (14). From the above information,
the ratio ofactivity concentration between the bone marrow and the
whole body for mouse was calculated to be 4.7. The percentage
dose deposited in the bone marrow, including the whole-body
contribution, was given by:
f(aBM

fS@cak

I I I I 2irr
sin
0J K(l5(r,
0,4,h))dl5drd&l4xlh

awB)P + awB\

% total dose = I
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Eq. 9
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Slab Geometry
From Figure 4, the following equations were derived:
rslabâ€”rI

0Os90.

cos 0
rslab + r1

5=

@

cos(l80 â€”0)

90O180.

Eq. 5

Eq. 6

The variable r1 was sampled from 0 to rslab. The probability
factor associated with the angle of emission was sinO. As before,
the fraction of energy deposited within the slab volume is given by
f (where 5scale rsia@,/CSDArange):
1.r,r@fir

fs@@k

J J sinOJK(l@(r,
0))dl@drd0
r=0
â€”
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I@0
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Here,

aBM

and

a@@3

are

the

activity

concentrations

bone

RESULTS
The calculated percentages (Table 3) of self-energy deposited
(P) in the bone marrow using the full geometry and weighting
factors (Eq. 8) were 46%, 24% and 10% for I31I 86Re and 90Y,
respectively. The calculated percentages of energy deposited in
the marrow, including the contribution due to the activity in
the rest of the mouse and using Equation 9, yielded 58%,
40% and 29% for 1311 â€˜86Re
and 90Y, respectively. Including
the gamma contributions to the mouse marrow computed in
the next two paragraphs, the percentages were 61%, 40% and
29% for 1311 â€˜86Reand 90Y, respectively.
Assuming local energy deposition of the beta rays for I3II
(mean energy of 0. 182 MeV), the S-factor for an organ with a
mass of 20 g (the mass of an average

@r=O @Ã¸=O

in

marrow and the whole body, respectively, and P is the total
.
.
..
fractlonal dose (Eq. 8) deposlted (self-dose) from the activIty
residing in the marrow averaged over all ofthe marrow geometries.
The factor aWB/aBMis the fractional dose contribution to the
marrow from the whole body. The rest of the fraction is due to the
self-dose of excess activity in the marrow. Similar computations
for any other radionuclide can be performed easily within this
framework by incorporating the appropriate dose point kernels.

mouse)

is 1.938 X 10â€”2

ra&@Ci-hr. From MIRD pamphlet 11 (13), the S-factor for the
For each of the above geometries the fraction of the energy
deposited was computed for the radionuclides listed in Table 1. By
weighting the absorbed fractions by the percentage of the total
bone marrow (Table 2), the total absorbed fractions in mouse bone
marrow was computed. The expression used for the total fraction

human

thyroid

to thyroid

(mass

of 20 g) is 2.2

X

lO_2

ra&@Ci-hr, including both beta and gamma particle contribu
tions. Therefore, the mouse whole-body
gamma contribution
S-factor for 1311 is 0.262 x 10â€”2ra&p@Ci-hr. Assuming local

energy deposition, the I31I beta S-factor for the mouse marrow
of mass 0.43 g (scaled from the mouse S-factor, 1.938 X lO_2
Eq 8 rad/i.tCi-hr by the ratio of mouse mass to its marrow mass) is
P = O.47fr + 0.20f1 + 0.2lf@ + 0.l2f@
90.4 x lO_2 rad/@tCi-hr. The ratio of activity in the mouse
Here, @r'@t,@and
v f@are the fractional energy deposited in ribs, marrow to the activity in whole body is given by 0.36 X
limbs, vertebrae body and skull, respectively.
1500/5400. Here, 0.36 is the ratio of marrow to blood activity
The dose to the mouse marrow has contributions from the rest of concentration ratio (12), and the ratio 1500/5400 is the ratio of
the body. The injected activity in blood was assumed to be marrow mass to blood mass in humans [this was assumed to be
dispersed throughout the body. There is a wide variation (0.2â€”0.4) similar to that in the mouse (14)]. The ratio of dose to the mouse
in the marrow-to-blood activity concentration ratios (11). How
marrow from the whole-body gamma contribution relative to the
ever, recently, Sgouros (12) pointed out that the optimal value for local beta energy deposition ofthe activity in the mouse marrow is
this ratio is 0.36 for most types of antibodies used in radioimmu
obtained by multiplying the ratio of the gamma to the beta
notherapy. Therefore, we assumed an activity concentration in S-factors by the activity ratios defined above and is 2.9% for â€˜@
II.

(P) computationwas:
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In the case of 186Re, MIRD pamphlet 11 (13) does not list the
S-factors, and so a corresponding calculation could not be per
formed. However, the I86Re and I3II S-factor ratios of gamma
contributions, S(RM @â€”
TB) and S(RM *â€”RM), for humans (1)
are 0. 16 1 and 0. 163, respectively. This indicates only a slight
dependence of the ratio of I86Re and 131I gamma contribution
S-factor ratios on the organ mass. For the mouse marrow, we take
the 86Re S-factor for the whole-body gamma contribution to be

trations in marrow and blood accurately for a specific antibody.
This comparison was also more significant for @Â°Y
due to its longer
range beta particle, for which the majority of the mouse marrow
dose comes from the rest of the body. Therefore, @Â°Y
is a good
benchmark radionuclide to test this aspect of the model. This
consistent comparison between our results and those of Beatty et
al. (15) also provided a stronger case for our results for the lower

0. 16 times the 13Il pmma
S-factor (i@revious paragraph), i.e.,
0.16 X 0.262 x 10
rad/p.Ci-hr. Assuming local energy deposi

was a 42% (the self-dose was 36% and the contribution from the
rest of the mouse body was 2 1%) marrow dose increase arising
from the contributions of radioactivity in the rest of the mouse.
These calculations demonstrate dosimetric differences for
improved geometric assumptions. If the antibody used has an
increased affmity (different biodistribution) for the bone mar
row, in this work, it can be considered by changing the value for
the ratio of aBM and awB in Equation 9, but if the antibody has
increased affinity for organs close to most of the mouse marrow,
for a longer range beta particle, there would be an increased

tion, the I86Re (mean energy of 0.349 MeV) beta S-factor for the
mouse marrow of mass 0.4 g is 173.5 X lO_2 rad/pCi-hr. The
ratio of dose to mouse marrow from the whole-body gamma
contribution relative to the local beta energy deposition of the
activity in mouse marrow is 0.6% for â€˜86Re.
DISCUSSION
We estimated that there was no more than a 2% uncertainty
in the results in Table 3 due to the finite sampling ofthe volume
in the computer simulation. Therefore, this uncertainty can be
taken to represent the statistical variation of the calculational
method. The dose deposition in the mouse bone marrow was
beta energy-dependent. A factor of more than 4 times the
marrow self-energy deposition occurred for 131I compared to
90y due to the shorter range of the beta particles

(Table

1). The

fractional dose from the rest of the body to the marrow
(fraction = 1/4.7) was significant for 90Y due to the longer
range of beta (2 1% of the 29% total rays).
Two aspects of the model are important to compute mouse
bone marrow dose accurately. The first is the ability to compute
the self-energy fractional deposition. For a cylindrical geometry
of 0.5-mm radius and 9-mm length, Hui et al. (2) estimated that
15% of the beta energy was deposited within the volume for
90Y. Our model calculation for this specific geometry resulted

@

in 13% beta energy deposition within this volume, and hence, it
compared well with the result of Hui et al. (2)
The second aspect is the computation of the marrow dose
from the activity outside of the marrow. In the Hui model (2),
the measured 90Y activities in various organs were used to
compute the cross-organ dose to the marrow using the dose
point kernels, whereas in our approach, we assumed the activity
to be distributed throughout the body through blood and the
activity concentration in the marrow to be 0.36 times the
activity concentration in blood (12). Therefore, it would be
interesting to compare the dose to the marrow from rest of the
body for these two approaches.
The ratio of total absorbed dose in marrow to the self
absorbed dose in marrow from Table 4 of Beatty et al. (15) is
3.4 for 90Y. Beatty et al. (15) used the method developed by Hui
et al. (2) to compute dose. From our model (Eq. 9) this ratio was
[(4.7 â€”1) X 0.13 + l]/(4.7 X 0.13) = 2.4. Beatty et al. (15)
had used actual measured activity concentrations in various
organs to compute the dose. This could partly explain the
difference between these two results. Ifwe had used the marrow
to blood activity concentration ratio of 0.24 instead of 0.36, the
computed ratio of total absorbed dose in the marrow to the
self-absorbed dose in our model for 90Y would be 3.2, closer to
the value of 3.4 reported by Beatty et al. (15). The ratio 0.24 is
listed in the report of Seigel et al. (1 1) as the marrow-to-blood
activity concentration ratio in the mouse. Because the activity
concentration ratio in marrow to blood varies from 0.2 to 0.4
(11) and perhaps more (12), the ratio oftotal dose to marrow to
the self-absorbed dose predicted by our model is consistent with
the results reported by Beatty et al. (15). This comparison also
underscores the importance of measuring the activity concen
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mean energy radionuclides

contribution

(1 11 and I86Re). Even for

II, there

to the marrow dose (2). The limitation ofthis work is

that such a scenario is not incorporated. In the case ofhumans, due
to the larger scale of body dimensions and the associated larger
separation between various organs, this effect should be less
significant. However, the consistency of our results and those of
Beatty et al. (15) imply that reasonably accurate results can be
obtained by computing the dose from the mean activity concen
tration in the whole body of the mouse to the bone marrow.
In our earlier publication (1), the dose to human bone marrow
was computed using MIRD pamphlet 11 (13) for both beta and
gamma rays. Using the approach and the S-factors outlined in
the Appendix of Muthuswamy et al. (1), in the case of humans,
relative to the local beta dose deposition (self-dose) of all of the
activity in the marrow:
1. The fractional beta dose depositions of activity in the
marrow were 80%, 71% and 64% for 13II 186Re and 90Y,
respectively (compared to 46%, 24% and 10% for the
mouse);
2. Including the beta contribution from the rest of the human
body, the percentage fractions were 85%, 75% and 71%
(compared to 58%, 40% and 29% for the mouse); and
3. In addition, including the gamma component, the percent
age fractions were 111%, 77% and 71% (compared to
61%, 40% and 29% for the mouse), respectively, for â€˜@â€˜i,
â€˜86Re
and 90Y (1).
For the above calculations, in the expression ARM =
mB)AB, a
0.36 was assumed to be consistent with the mouse
calculations.
These results illustrate quantitatively, for the radionuclides
studied, that:
1. The self beta fractional dose for the mouse marrow is
significantly smaller than that for the human marrow due
to the smaller mouse marrow dimensions;
2. Consequently, the percentage contributions of beta dose
from the rest of the mouse to the marrow are more
significant in the case of the mouse marrow than for
human

marrow;

and

3. Due to the greater bulk of the human body, the
gamma dose contributions to the human marrow is much
more significant than it is to the mouse marrow.
Using Equation 9, the total beta percentage doses to the human
marrow

given the self-dose

percentages

of 80%, 71% and 64%

(previous paragraph) were 84%, 77% and 72% for 13II â€˜86Re
and 99Y, respectively. This close comparison with the percent
ages in the previous paragraph of 85%, 75% and 71% for 1311
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186Re and 99Y, respectively, also gives credibility to the
approach outlined in Equation 9 to compute dose to the marrow
from the rest of the body.

accounting for cross organ radiation: evaluation of three dosimetric models in relation
to observed biological effects [Abstract]. J NucI Med 1996.37: 102Pâ€”103P.
4. Sgouros G, Barest G, Thekkumthala J, et al. Treatment planning for internal

radionuclide therapy: three-dimensional dosimetry for nonuniformly distributed radio
nuclides. JNucl Med l990;3l:1884â€”I891.
5. Sinclair WK. The relative biological effectiveness

CONCLUSION
This work emphasizes the fact that, although for the longer
range radionuclides such as 90Y, it is critical that external
contribution to the marrow dose be considered, it is significant
for lower energy radionuclides as well. It was also found that
incorporating more of the mouse marrow improves the com
pleteness of the marrow dose computation.
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